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Dear AUTHOR
APLAR 7 conference

Lì, October 18th 2019
APLAR 7 Conference – Laser applications in restoration - Venice, November 7-8, 2019.

Conference Proceedings - Publishing Guidelines
Dearest Author,
Thank you for joining us at the APLAR 7 conference. Below you’ll find the editorial guidelines for the publication of
the conference proceedings.
Deadline: January 30th 2020.
NB/ papers that miss this deadline - or do not follow the editorial guidelines - will not be published.
Sending us your papers:
Papers will be sent to us in two formats:
 Word Doc for text only, photographs will be saved separately and sent to us as attachments Jpeg or Tiff.
 PDF format, which will include the layout of both text and photographs.
The material will be sent by e-mail to the following address: atticonvegno@aplar.eu. Please select the delivery
receipt tab, confirming the message will be delivered to the recipient's e-mail server.
If you are sending large photos, please split them into different attachments and send them in separate emails.

Paper Guidelines
Title
Insert the full title of your paper, including the name, surname, roles, and contacts of authors (see the example
below):
TITLE
Name and Surname author1, Name and Surname author2, Name and Surname author3
Professional role, Company/Institute, address, city, Country, contact e-mail.
Professional role, Company/Institute, address, city, Country, contact e-mail.
3 Professional role, Company/Institute, address, city, Country, contact e-mail.
1
2

Abstract
The body of the abstract will be no more than 1000 characters, including spaces.
The abstract will be written in English.
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Text
The text will be written in Word format, Times New Roman 12-point font size, single line.
The body of the paper will be no more 28000 characters, spaces, abstract, footnotes, captions and bibliography
included.
Paragraph subdivisions are allowed within the body of the text. The titles of these subdivisions will be written in
bold.
Photographs
Photos will be sent to us in colour as the final publication will include coloured photographs for both the paperback
edition and the e-book version.
Every paper will contain a maximum of 18 photographs.
Photograph size
Photos will be sent in separate attachments individually numbered.
If photos contain letters and or symbols or any other type of photo manipulation, please leave the working layers
open to changes.
Photos will be saved in print quality and will contain the following characteristics:
 Jpeg o Tiff files with minimum resolution of 300 dpi.
Captions
Captions will be included at the end of the text (Word Format). Please include a photo reference number: (Fig. 1) or
(Figs. 2-3), next to each caption
Footnotes
Footnotes will be inserted before the bibliography ((1)(2),…)
Footnotes will be in Times New Roman, 10-Point font size, single spacing.
Bibliography
Bibliographic references will be numbered progressively as mentioned in the text using the following format;( [1],
[2],) ….. Reference format will be as follows:
Book

Authors, (Name and Surname, Name and Surname, …), Title, Publisher, City year. ISBN 00-0000000-0.

Chapter in
Edited Book

Authors, (Name and Surname, Name and Surname, …), Title of the paper and name of the
curator/curators (ed. / eds.), Title of the main Publication, Publisher, City year, pp. (p. initial - p.
final). ISBN 00-00-00000-0.

Article

Authors, (Name and Surname, Name and Surname, …), Article title, abbreviated title of the main
publication, Volume N° (year), pp. (p. Initial - p. final).

Digital Object Authors, (Name and Surname, Name and Surname, …), Article title, abbreviated title of the main
Identifier (DOI) publication, Volume N° (year), DOI:10.1133/2015/92707.
For official abbreviations of scientific publications, please use the following link.
http://images.webofknowledge.com/WOK46/help/WOS/A_abrvjt.html
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Draft
APLAR 7 organizers will send each author a draft version of their pre-published papers for review.
Once the reviewed draft is sent back to us, the publisher and the editors will revise the final draft.
For further information, please contact Anna Brunetto at the following email address e-mail:
atticonvegno@aplar.eu or convegno@aplar.eu
Yours Sincerely,
APLAR 7
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